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 Background: Renal cell carcinoma is one of the most common cancers in Europe, with a total incidence rate of 18.4 cases 
per 100 000 population. There is currently significant overdiagnosis (11% to 30.9%) at times of planned sur-
gery based on radiological studies. The purpose of this study was to create an artificial neural network (ANN) 
solution based on computed tomography (CT) images as an additional tool to improve the differentiation of 
malignant and benign renal tumors and to aid active surveillance.

 Material/Methods: A retrospective study based on CT images was conducted. Axial CT images of 357 renal tumor cases were col-
lected. There were 265 (74.2%) cases histologically proven to be malignant, while 34 (9.5%) cases were benign. 
Radiologists diagnosed 58 (16.3%) cases as angiomyolipoma (AML), based on characteristic appearance, not 
confirmed histopathologically. For ANN training, the arterial CT phase images were used. A total of 7207 arte-
rial-phase images were collected, then cropped and added to the database with the associated diagnosis. For 
the test dataset (ANN validation), 38 cases (10 benign, 28 malignant) were chosen by subgroup randomiza-
tion to correspond to statistical tumor type distribution. The VGG-16 ANN architecture was used in this study.

 Results: Trained ANN correctly classified 23 out of 28 malignant tumors and 8 out of 10 benign tumors. Accuracy 
was 81.6% (95% confidence interval, 65.7-92.3%), sensitivity was 82.1% (63.1-93.9%), specificity was 80.0% 
(44.4-97.5%), and F1 score was 86.8% (74.7-94.5%).

 Conclusions: The created ANN achieved promising accuracy in differentiating benign vs malignant renal tumors.
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Background

Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) represents 3.5% of all cancers in 
Europe, with a total estimated incidence rate of 18.4 cases per 
100 000 population. It is the sixth most common cancer in men 
and the eleventh in women. In 2020 there were an estimated 
138 600 new RCC cases in Europe [1]. Sixty-seven percent of 
cases are incidentally detected, with a median radiologic size 
of 44 mm [2]. The most commonly used modality in patients 
with renal tumors remains computed tomography (CT) with the 
assessment of contrast enhancement measured in Hounsfield 
units (HU). Most authors point to the threshold enhancement 
value of 20 HU for expected malignancy. Additional indicators 
of suspected malignancy are the presence of calcification, sep-
ta, or thick walls [3]. Basing the surgery only on radiologic di-
agnosis leads to an important degree of overdiagnosis, as the 
reported percentage of benign renal masses after renal tumor 
surgery varies from 11% to 30.9% [4,5].

Combining 138 600 new RCC cases in Europe per year with 
an approximate 20% benign rate suggests that an estimated 
27 720 cases of partial or total nephrectomies are performed 
yearly, without any other reason than suspected malignan-
cy in the great majority. The surgical procedures, especially 
radical nephrectomy, are combined with the drop in nephron 
numbers and the decrease in the estimated glomerular filtra-
tion rate (eGFR). The risk of end-stage renal disease (ESRD) 
in patients with normal eGFR within 10 years after renal sur-
gery is 2% [6]. The perioperative risk of serious complications 
(Clavien-Dindo grade 3-5 [7]) after partial and total nephrec-
tomy is 6% and 3.5% respectively, with the calculated mean 
value of 4.7% for both surgery types [8]. Summarizing the 
available data on overdiagnosis and overtreatment of poten-
tial RCC in Europe leads to an estimated 554 new ESRD cases 
and 1303 high-grade perioperative complications in patients 
without malignant kidney tumors annually.

Current alternatives to surgery for potentially benign renal 
masses are observation and renal mass biopsy (RMB). The 
main advantage of RMB is obtaining histology without sur-
gery with high accuracy (87% for renal masses less than or 
equal to 4 cm) [9]. The main limitations of RMB are its high 
non-diagnostic rate (13-14.6%), low negative predictive val-
ue (63.3%), and the risk of complications (1.5-8.1%) [9-11]. It 
should be noted that most patients receiving a benign diag-
nosis after biopsy did not undergo surgery. Selection bias was 
likely a significant contributor to the low negative predictive 
value. Patients who underwent the surgery despite benign bi-
opsies may have been chosen based on factors such as lesion 
growth and thus may not represent the entire population of 
patients with a benign diagnosis. For renal tumors with clin-
ical stage T1a, according to TNM 8th edition (equal to or less 
than 4 cm, small renal masses [SRMs]), active surveillance (AS) 

is emerging as a viable alternative to surgery [12]. SRMs have 
a very good prognosis, as it is documented that they grow at 
an average rate of 0.12-0.44 cm per year [13-15] and surgical 
results for small tumors are excellent [16]. A new AS protocol 
for renal masses was proposed in 2020 by Sebastia et al [12], 
which focuses mainly on repeating CT scans, made every 3-6 
months for 2-3 years, and then repeated every year. Additional 
non-invasive tools could aid diagnosis and reduce the fre-
quency of CT performed in AS. Adding ANN diagnosis could 
decrease the frequency of imaging needed in AS. Further in-
vestigation is required to obtain an additional method for di-
agnosis of non-invasive SRMs.

The purpose of this study was to create a new additional diag-
nostic tool based on CT images and artificial neural networks 
(ANN), based on a larger number of cases than described be-
fore, and to achieve sensitivity and accuracy of at least 80%, 
proving that ANN-based diagnosis could in the future improve 
differentiation and aid observation in selected cases of SRMs 
suspected of being benign.

Material and Methods

Ethics Statement

In this retrospective study, all data were provided in anony-
mized form by the hospital from their database and were an-
alyzed in aggregated form using statistical methods. The lo-
cal Medical Chamber stated that consent of the Bioethics 
Committee was not deemed necessary for retrospective stud-
ies based on anonymized data.

Data Collection

This retrospective study was based on anonymized CT images, 
obtained from St. Adalbert Hospital in Gdańsk (SAH), which is 
part of COPERNICUS Healthcare Entity, Ltd.

The data were collected from 2 sources: the picture archiving 
and communication system (PACS) from SAH, and the gener-
ally available 2019 Kidney and Kidney Tumor Segmentation 
Challenge (KITS19) dataset [17]. For research purposes, axi-
al cross-section CT images containing renal tumors were col-
lected in the Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine 
(DICOM) format. All phases of the CT study were collected 
when available (non-enhanced, arterial, venous, delayed). The 
best results were achieved using the arterial phase CT imag-
es and thus they were used for final ANN training. Arterial-
phase images were also preferred by other researchers, such 
as Tanaka et al [18], and achieved the best results for corti-
comedullary phase.
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The first round of data was obtained from SAH PACS. We only 
included PACS-available CT scans, from years 2016-2019, con-
taining renal tumors from patients who had surgery in SAH 
performed from suspected malignancy (partial and total ne-
phrectomies) with concomitant histopathology diagnosis avail-
able. There were 103 cases, with concomitant 1579 DICOM ar-
terial-phase images.

The second round of data was collected from KITS19. The 
KITS19 dataset was created for renal segmentation based on 
CT images and ANNs, and every case included a histopatholog-
ical diagnosis (196 cases, 5470 DICOM arterial-phase images).

Finally, taking into consideration a small number of benign 
tumors in the dataset, additional cases were added from the 
PACS containing angiomyolipomas (AMLs). Those cases were 
diagnosed by radiologists based on characteristic appearance, 
without histopathological confirmation (58 cases, 158 DICOM 
images). All additional CT renal tumor cases diagnosed as AML 
in the radiological description performed in 2019 were includ-
ed. The total number of AMLs in our study was 68 cases; 10 
were diagnosed histopathologically and 58 were diagnosed 
only by radiologists.

We focused on available 2.5-mm slice-thickness images be-
cause they seem to provide the best balance of image quality 
and number of DICOM images. When they were not available, 
we collected other slice-thickness images (from 1.5 to 5 mm). 
Only 1 series (mainly 2.5-mm) from each arterial-phase CT 
scan was added per case. The collected images were cropped 

to 130×130 pixels, with corresponding metadata saved into 
the database (1 series of arterial-phase slices for every case). 
We only collected and used CT images of the axial plane, which 
are always available as a standard reference plane.

Exclusion Criteria

DICOM images containing significant renal pathologies other 
than a single solid renal mass (eg, urolithiasis, cysts, 2 renal 
tumors in the same axial CT image), and far-edge axial scans 
of the tumors were excluded as non-viable for diagnostics (ex-
clusion criteria). We exclude those slices to prevent mislead-
ing the ANN from searching for other pathologies instead of 
tumors. The rest of the DICOM images from the same case 
were included when possible.

Collected Data Summary

A total of 357 renal tumor cases were collected. The number 
of acquired arterial phase DICOM files was 7207 (Table 1). The 
average age of patients was 60±13 years. Men and women ac-
counted for 163 (45.7%) and 194 (54.3%) cases, respectively.

Data Processing

For every DICOM file included in the study, the image was 
cropped by a urologist to a region of interest (ROI), centering 
the ROI on the kidney with a renal tumor. Cropped 130x130 
pixel images containing raw data from the Pixel Data tags of 
the DICOM files with the corresponding additional information 

Tumor type

ccRCC pRCC chRCC
Other	
mali-
gnant

Total 
mali-
gnant

AML
Onco-

cytoma
Other	
benign

Total 
benign

Total

All 
collected 
tumors

Number 
of tumors (%)

201 
(56.3)

38 
(10.6)

25 
(7.0)

1 
(0.3)

265 
(74.2)

68 
(19.0)

20 
(5.6)

4 
(1.1)

92 
(25.8)

357 
(100)

Average size 
±SD (mm)

46.8± 
27.6

38.4± 
22.8

63.8± 
36.3

61± 
0

47.3± 
28.4

11.7± 
9.2

29.3± 
16.3

18.0± 
8.8

15.8± 
13.2

39.2± 
28.9

Number 
of collected 
arterial-phase 
images (DICOM 
images, %)

4757 
(66)

717 
(9.9)

999 
(13.9)

16 
(0.2)

6489 
(90.0)

280 
(3.9)

411 
(5.7)

27 
(0.4)

718 
(10.0)

7207 
(100)

Test 
dataset

Number 
of tumors (%)

22 
(57.9)

4 
(10.5)

2 
(5.3)

–
28 

(73.7)
8 

(21.1)
2 

(5.3)
–

10 
(26.3)

38 
(100)

Average size 
±SD (mm)

41.7± 
16.0

26.5± 
14.9

34± 
5.7

–
39± 
16.0

12.8± 
6.3

19± 
1.4

–
14± 
6.1

32.4± 
17.9

Table 1. Characteristics of collected tumors and dataset statistics.

SD – standard deviation; ccRCC – clear cell renal cell carcinoma (RCC); pRCC – papillary RCC; chRCC – chromophobe RCC; 
AML – angiomyolipoma.
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like study phase, tumor diagnosis, maximum axial-scan tumor 
size, gender, and patient age were sent to the database. The 
selection of ROI in the dataset was confirmed by the second 
reader to minimize user-dependent bias.

ANN Introduction

Our approach was based on ANN with particular emphasis 
on using convolutional neural networks (CNNs). ANNs are a 
type of mathematical model where weights are dynamical-
ly assigned to different features using a backpropagation al-
gorithm based on stochastic gradient descent and its deriva-
tives. This approach, being a type of supervised learning, can 
be intuitively understood in the following fashion: each exam-
ple in the training dataset acts as a direction for the model to 
adjust its parameters in certain ways to improve its accura-
cy and generalization capabilities. The model’s performance 
is then evaluated on a test dataset, consisting of examples 
it has not seen before, to test its generalization capabilities. 
CNNs are a subtype of ANNs that are designed specifically 
to work with image data. Instead of standard weights, they 
learn what filters are to be applied to the images to extract 
their important features. Those filters (kernels) are analogous 
to those used in image processing, where one can, for exam-
ple, detect edges in the image by applying certain filters. The 
major difference between CNNs and standard image process-
ing techniques is the fact that those filters are not designed 
by humans but rather are learned automatically. In the image 
classification problem, common practice is to extract impor-
tant features from the image using CNNs, then use those fea-
tures as an input to the standard, fully-connected ANN that 
performs the classifications.

Test Dataset

The test dataset (ANN validation) was randomized from tu-
mor subgroups to correspond with the statistics of the entire 
created dataset (Table 1). The test dataset was approved by 

the independent committee of urologists working in the SAH. 
For ANN-testing purposes, only renal tumor axial scans with 
a maximal diameter of renal tumor were used (mostly middle 
cross-section). Test dataset images were taken from the main 
dataset and were previously collected in the same way as all 
images (during the collecting phase). All test cases were ex-
cluded from the main dataset (all slices of chosen cases). The 
test dataset was created before ANN training to protect against 
bias. Statistics of the test dataset are shown in Table 1. For 
ANN-learning, all arterial-phase images collected from patients 
were used, excluding all cases with corresponding DICOM imag-
es (all slices) from the ANN testing dataset. Based on the pre-
liminary results of accuracy and sensitivity (pre-trained ANNs), 
the best results were achieved using the arterial-phase CT im-
ages, and consequently they were used for final ANN training. 
Usage of all phases of CT scans was considered, but we decid-
ed to use them in the future, together with a larger database.

ANN Architecture

We decided to use the ANN VGG-16 architecture, which has 
been widely used in the medical field [19,20], and has prov-
en to achieve better performance than with other pre-trained 
architectures on the ImageNet dataset. Despite ImageNet be-
ing a non-medical dataset, it has been proven to be an ef-
fective way to approach transfer learning in medical tasks. 
Additionally, within preliminary experiments based on our da-
taset, the VGG-16 ANN achieved a very favorable ratio of clas-
sification effectiveness to training duration. The VGG-16 net-
work was followed by the classification section of the ANN, as 
shown in Figure 1. ANN plays the key role in this part of the 2 
fully connected layers, with a size of 4096 neurons per layer. 
To avoid overfitting the model, we applied 0.4 and 0.3 dropout 
layers. To stabilize the learning process and reduce the num-
ber of training epochs, we also used the batch normalization 
layer. The model was trained for 30 epochs using an Adam op-
timizer with a learning rate of 0.0001. A data augmentation 
system was created that allows creation of new images that 
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Figure 1. Structure of the used ANN. Gimp 2.10.32.
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Malignant

ccRCC1 ccRCC ccRCC ccRCC ccRCC Oncocytoma AML

ccRCC ccRCC ccRCC ccRCC ccRCC Oncocytoma AML

ccRCC ccRCC ccRCC ccRCC ccRCC AML AML2

ccRCC ccRCC ccRCC ccRCC ccRCC AML AML

ccRCC ccRCC pRCC3

pRCC chRCC4

Correctly classi�ed, Incorrectly classi�ed, 1 clear cell RCC, 2 AML, 3 papillary RCC, 4 chromophobe RCC

chRCC

pRCC pRCC AML AML

Benign

Figure 2.  Malignant and benign tumors chosen for the test dataset (arterial phase). Raw image created in Google Sheets, TIFF version – 
Gimp 2.10.32.

enlarge the training dataset through various types of opera-
tions and transformations (rotation by an angle, horizontal re-
flection, vertical reflection, change of brightness and contrast, 
and Gaussian blurring) performed on original images. All these 
transformations were performed on the arrays containing raw 
data saved in the Pixel Data tags of the DICOM files.

In our approach, we assigned the image to the histopatholog-
ical subtype of the tumor and trained the network to predict 
this subtype, then we performed max-pooling to determine 
the final probability of the tumor as malignant or benign; the 
probability of the tumor being benign is denoted as the prob-
ability of the most probable benign histopathological subtype, 
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and the probability of the tumor being malignant is denoted 
as the probability of the most probable malignant histopath-
ological subtype. The architecture of the network is present-
ed in Figure 1. Although the network achieved suboptimal re-
sults in predicting the detailed histopathological subtype, it 
increased the final accuracy of the binary classification.

Statistical Analysis

For the evaluation of the proposed ANN model, we chose the 
following metrics: sensitivity (proportion of malignant tumors 
that were correctly identified as malignant), specificity (pro-
portion of benign tumors that were correctly identified as be-
nign), precision (depicting how often the ANN was correctly 
labeling a tumor as malignant), and F1 score (harmonic mean 
of precision and sensitivity), which informs about the ANN’s 
balanced ability to both identify malignant tumors (sensitivity) 
and be accurate with the tumors it does capture (precision). 
The primary goal of our proposed classification model was to 
detect tumors that were mislabeled as malignant in the radio-
logical diagnosis but are actually benign. Therefore, we believe 
the most important metric is specificity. The 95% confidence 
intervals (CI) for the above metrics of the classification mod-
el were calculated within the Clopper-Pearson approach [21].

Results

The ANN we created correctly classified malignant tumors in 
23 out of 28 and benign tumors in 8 out of 10 test cases. The 
malignancy and benignity prediction results for every tumor 
in the test dataset are presented in Figure 2. The misclassi-
fications are shown in the red borders. The total accuracy of 
the presented approach was 81.8%, with the 95% CI ranging 
from 65.7% to 92.3%. In turn, the sensitivity, specificity, and 
precision were equal to 82.1%, 80.0%, and 92% respectively. 
The 95% CIs for these metrics are 63.1-93.9%, 44.4-97.5%, and 
74.0-99.0%, respectively. It is important to emphasize that the 
F1 score is 86.8% with a 95% CI in the range of 74.7-94.5%, 
which means that the presented model achieved a satisfacto-
ry balance between precision and sensitivity. Also, for binary 
classification, sensitivity represents the statistical power [22] 
of the study; thus, it is found to be 0.821. This indicates that 

the sample size was large enough for the training process. The 
confusion matrix is shown in Table 2.

The ANN was trained on tumors of different sizes, from 4 to 
162 mm (Figure 3), with the mean and standard deviation 
(SD) values of 39.2 and 28.9 mm, respectively. In the dataset, 
SRMs accounted for 62.2% of cases (222 out of 357 total cas-
es). Considering that the proposed solution could be the most 
useful for the diagnosis of SRMs, the model achieved even bet-
ter results for SRMs than in the general case. So, taking into 
account only SRMs in our test dataset (27 out of 38 cases: 10 
benign, 17 malignant), the ANN correctly classified 80.0% of 
benign and 88.2% of malignant tumors, with an overall accu-
racy of 85.2%.

Discussion

ANN diagnosis achieves growing acceptance in the field of ra-
diology [23]. Taking into account the aging population and the 
growing number of cancer patients, the future role of ANNs in 
cancer diagnosis seems inevitable [1]. There are multitudes of 
potential uses of ANN in radiology described in the literature. 
Currently, ANNs are used for patient scheduling, clinical deci-
sion support, image acquisition, automated detection and in-
terpretation of image features, and image postprocessing [24]. 
Deep learning algorithms can make cancer diagnosis potential-
ly more accurate than humans, as demonstrated by Haenssle 
et al [25] in a study comparing results of dermatologists vs 
trained CNN in melanoma diagnosis. High accuracy is espe-
cially important in groups of tumors that seem to be radiolog-
ically and macroscopically indistinguishable, making differen-
tiation without pathological examination nearly impossible.

All studies conducted on this topic so far were performed on 
a small number of cases (less than 200), which could have in-
duced significant bias. There were several studies on RCC di-
agnosis based on ANN and CT.

In 2020, Tanaka et al [18] achieved 88% accuracy in differen-
tiating benign vs malignant renal tumors based on 168 only 
pathologically confirmed tumors (136 malignant and 32 benign). 
All tumors were smaller than 4 cm. They managed to gather a 

Tumor diagnosis

Malignant (n/%) Benign (n/%)

ANN answer
Malignant (n/%) TP (23/82.1) FP (2/20)

Benign (n/%) FN (5/17.9) TN (8/80)

Table 2. Confusion matrix.

TP – true positive; FP – false positive; FN – false negative; TN – true negative.
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database in which there were no significant differences in size 
between benign and malignant tumors. The main limitation 
was the relatively small total number of cases in the database.

In 2019, Han et al [26] distinguished 3 major subtypes of RCC 
(clear cell, papillary, and chromophobe) using ANN. The to-
tal number of biopsy-proven cases was 169. Images were ac-
quired in 3 CT phases (before contrast and at 1 and 5 min-
utes after contrast injection). All 3 images were combined 
into 1 as an input for the ANN (GoogLeNet architecture). They 
achieved a sensitivity of 0.64-0.98 and specificity of 0.83-0.93 
in RCC subtyping, confirming that RCC subtyping is possible 
only with radiological CT images. The main limitations of the 
study were the low total number of cases and use of only a 
biopsy-based diagnosis, which is not as accurate as full path-
ological examination.

In 2018, Feng et al [27] focused on the differentiation of AMLs 
without visible fat from RCCs. The total number of cases was 
58, out of which 17 were AMLs and 41 were RCCs. All cases 
were pathologically proven. Sensitivity and specificity were 
87.8% and 100%, respectively. Although their results were 
promising, the dataset was too small to draw any significant 
conclusions, in contrast to our present dataset.

In 2017, Yu et al [28] differentiated between various types of 
RCCs and oncocytomas. All cases were pathologically proven. 
The total number of cases was 119. They achieved an area un-
der the curve (AUC) of 0.81 for clear-cell RCC, 0.81 for papil-
lary RCC, 0.76 for chromophobe RCC, and 0.92 for oncocytoma. 

The differentiation of oncocytomas from RCCs had satisfac-
tory results (AUC for papillary RCC=0.99, AUC for other RCC 
subtypes=0.92).

In 2022, Zhu et al [29] showed that the use of 3D CT images 
could provide even better results for kidney and tumor seg-
mentation. They achieved better results than those previously 
achieved for kidney and tumor segmentation (Dice values of 
0.97 for kidney and 0.77 for tumor segmentation). Using pre-
segmented CT images as ANN input could further improve re-
sults in the future.

We collected more than 350 cases; therefore, our results are 
more reliable than in previous studies. We achieved sufficient 
accuracy (81.8%) to prove that ANNs can be used in malig-
nant vs benign tumor differentiation. Our results are promising 
for future use of ANNs in renal cancer diagnostics. However, 
they still seem far from the acceptance level for routine use in 
urology. A larger dataset may allow us to improve the results. 
Our solution could aid diagnosis and allow easier follow-up 
of small renal tumors on an outpatient basis, and could also 
contribute to reducing the need for CT studies.

Our main limitations were the number of AMLs not confirmed 
pathologically (16.3%) and the significant differences in medi-
an size of malignant vs benign tumors (Table 1), which might 
introduce a bias. We plan to collect more pathology-proven 
benign tumor cases to consequently exclude those cases in 
future analyses. Also, we plan to limit the maximum size of 
tumors to exclude very large tumors with sizes greater than 
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7 cm (see the tumor sizes distribution in Figure 3). The addi-
tional limitation of our study was the data cropping technique. 
Currently, data cropping from DICOM files is performed by hu-
mans. We plan to introduce an automated annotation service 
based on ANNs, allowing cropping ROI on CT images, to elim-
inate user-dependent results and further dataset expansion.

The average accuracy of ANNs in differentiating renal tumors is 
currently about 80-90% [18,26-28]. We have achieved similar 
performance. However, due to different ANN algorithms used, 
results cannot be directly compared. We believe that more cas-
es are required to obtain higher accuracy, as needed for recom-
mendations and routine use in radiology and urology. We plan to 
collect more cases in cooperation with other hospitals. We hope 
that the future version of our ANN-based algorithm will aid the 
decision process in cases of small, non-life-threatening tumors, 
especially centered-positioned tumors or in elderly patients.

Conclusions

We have proposed a new approach for renal tumor diagno-
sis based on deep learning techniques. Our algorithm uses a 
DICOM file containing the renal tumor in an arterial-phase 
middle-most axial scan and estimates the chances of the renal 

tumor being benign or malignant. The achieved accuracy, sen-
sitivity, specificity, and F1 scores were 81.8%, 82.1%, 80%, and 
86.8%, respectively. In the future, our solution could aid in SRM 
diagnosis and help many patients preserve their kidney func-
tion in case of benign disease.
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